FY13 RWDC State Aviation Challenge
Background
Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) have near-term potential for numerous civil and commercial
applications with the increasing availability and decreasing cost of lightweight flight control systems,
global positioning systems (GPS), and sensor hardware. In May of 2012, the FAA announced plans to
ensure the safe integration of sUAS into the National Airspace System by streamlining the process for
public agencies to obtain FAA Certificate of Waiver or Authorization (COA). Later in 2012, the FAA
expects to release a proposed rule that will establish policies, procedures and standards for a wide
spectrum of users in the sUAS community. The class of UAS (Unmanned Aircraft Systems) that is
considered “small” is one where the airborne component (the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle or UAV) weighs
55 pounds or less. This class will likely experience the greatest near-term growth in civil and commercial
operations because of the potential versatility and relatively low initial cost and operating expenses. A
UAS includes one or more UAVs, but also includes ground-based components such as the ground
operating station.

Challenge
The State Challenge is to design an sUAS which includes one or more fixed-wing UAVs and then to
develop a business plan in support of commercial applications based on the following mission scenario.
Mission Scenario: Search for a missing, injured and immobilized Scout with a blue jacket during the day
at the Philmont Scout Ranch in a designated 2-mile radius circular search area. This area is sized to allow
line-of-sight contact between the operator and aircraft to be maintained, per FAA guidelines. Teams
should refine the vehicle design, sensor payload selection, search pattern, best altitudes for the selected
sensor payload, and associated ground equipment to find the Scout in the minimum time while also
minimizing cost.
Location: Philmont Scout Ranch, New Mexico,
between Rich Cabins and Beatty Lake in the
Carson National Forest.
Link to map: http://goo.gl/maps/MVcWH
Search Area Center:
Longitude: 36.7004° N
Latitude: 105.1171° W
Search Area Size: 12.57 square miles.
Altitude: Ground level is assumed to be 8,000 ft
MSL for the challenge.
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Objective Function
The successful team will minimize the objective function ( ), formulated below. This objective
function is intended to combine the technical and business aspects of this challenge in one metric:

Where is the total time required to find the missing Boy Scout for the example mission, given the
worst-case scenario that the search area must be completely scanned by the UAS (using one or more
UAVs to achieve total coverage), during which time the UAS completes an “object detection” event
followed by an “object confirmation” event for a sequence of four false-matches and one successful
confirmation of the Boy Scout, and including the time to complete any required refueling. And where
is the “fully loaded” cost of building the system and completing that mission twenty times. This
objective function is formulated in a simple manner in order to highlight the goals of the competition,
but the derivation of the constituent parts is non-trivial, and will constitute the bulk of your efforts on
this challenge.

Design Variables









Wing geometry including area, aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweep, dihedral, twist, airfoil selection.
Tail geometry including area, aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweep, dihedral, twist, and airfoil
selection.
Propulsion system selection.
Fuselage layout, including location of sensor payload(s), transmitter(s), fuel tank, battery,
autopilot, and other electronics.
Structural design and material selection.
Sensor payload and telemetry selection.
UAV(s) search pattern.
Mission computer selection and other ground-based components.

Aircraft Constraints






The sUAS will comply with RWDC FAA Technical Readiness Guidelines
A maximum gross takeoff weight (including fuel) of not more than 55 pounds per UAV. There is
no minimum weight requirement.
Antennas on-board the UAV must be separated by a minimum of 18 inches to avoid destructive
interference.
Search operations are conducted at an altitude of 150 - 1,000 feet above local ground level
(assume that ground level is equal to the ground station altitude, 8,000 ft MSL).
Your choice of flight control hardware, sensor selection, video datalinks and associated ground
hardware is limited to cataloged items to be provided. A catalog of propulsion options is
provided, but substitutions are allowed.
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The aircraft must be able to take-off and clear a 50 foot obstacle within 300 linear feet from the
starting position.

Assumptions








If the vehicle remains within the designated search area, line-of-sight contact is maintained.
The provided flight control system will include:
o GPS navigation and telemetry for operating the vehicle and payload.
o Ability to relay mission payload commands (pan, tilt, zoom) from ground control station,
and ability to implement repetitive mission payload command routines (e.g. sweeping
pan back and forth).
o Autonomous flight controls can include capabilities to fly a pre-programmed fight path
(waypoint following) as well as the ability for the ‘operational pilot’ to update aircraft
flight patterns in real-time during the mission.
A human pilot will be required to take control of a UAV in an emergency.
A separate link will be required to download video data from the payload.
U.S. Standard Atmosphere and Standard Day conditions are assumed, with no winds aloft.
The operating area will include a soccer-field-sized operating area in which the aircraft can take
off and land.

Other Resources









RWDC State Aviation Challenge: Detailed Background
UIUC Airfoil Coordinates Database: http://www.ae.illinois.edu/mselig/ads/coord_database.html
The RWDC Support Site with FAQs, tutorials, Mathcad modules, material allowables, library of
available propulsion systems and fuselages, and other supporting materials:
o www.ptc.com/go/rwdcgettingstarted
o http://www.ptc.com/appserver/wcms/standards/fileothumbredirect.jsp?&im_dbkey=1
32074&im_language=en
The potential of UAV platforms in this weight class is exemplified by the “The Spirit of Butts
Farms” which set the record for the lightest aircraft to fly across the Atlantic Ocean in August of
2003. The aircraft weighed 11 pounds, had a 6 foot wingspan, 32 ounce fuel tank, and flew
1883 miles in 38 hours 53 minutes (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Spirit_of_Butts_Farm).
Mentors from the aerospace and defense industry, government agencies and higher education.
Baseline CAD fuselage model to be provided.

PTC Tools




Creo Elements/Pro Student Edition, Creo Elements/Pro Mechanica, Mathcad Prime 2.0 Student
Edition, and the Windchill collaboration and data management site provided by PTC.
FloEFD.Pro aerodynamic analysis software provided by Mentor Graphics.
Mathcad sizing and performance worksheets.
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Team Submissions
The Engineering Design Notebook submission including the business plan and appendices must be 80
pages or less. Detailed information regarding what must be documented can be found in the Work Flow
document and the Scoring Rubric. Teams must submit the following:
1. Design Notebook (refer to scoring rubric)
2. Creo CAD files (refer to scoring rubric)
3. Completed MathCad/Excel worksheets and other supporting analytical work (refer to Work Flow
document for specific tools)

Scoring





Team’s submissions will be evaluated based on criteria outlined in the RWDC FY13 Aviation
Challenge Scoring Rubric and in reference to the example mission scenario.
Technical scoring will be based on deliverables to be incorporated in the Engineering Design
Notebook.
Engineering Design Notebooks should follow the paragraph order of the Scoring Rubric.
Judges will be looking for ability to express comprehension, and linkage between the design
solutions with what students have learned. Specific recognition will be given for design viability,
manufacturability, innovation, and business plan development.

Merit Awards
Special RWDC Merit Awards will be given at the National Challenge Championship in Washington DC.
Merit awards will be granted at judge’s discretion to teams that do not place in the top three, but are
top performers overall. Only one merit award will be granted per team. Awards will be based on the
team presentation and Engineering Design Notebooks.










Innovation
Design Viability
Team Work and Collaboration
Effective Use of Mentors
Impact on STEM
Best Presentation
Against All Odds
Best Business Plan
Best First Year Team
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Contact
Dr. Ralph K. Coppola
Director, Real World Design Challenge &
Senior Director of Government & Strategic Education Programs
PTC
11710 Plaza America Drive
Suite 2000
Reston, Virginia 20190
Phone: 703-298-6630
Fax: 703-871-5111
Email: rcoppola@ptc.com
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